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Pete Jordan, author of the wildly popular Dishwasher: One Man’s Quest to Wash Dishes in All
Fifty States, is back with a memoir that tells the story of his love affair with Amsterdam, the city of
bikes, all the while unfolding an unknown history of the city's cycling, from the craze of the
1890s, through the Nazi occupation, to the bike-centric culture adored by the world todayPete
never planned to stay long in Amsterdam, just a semester. But he quickly falls in love with the
city and soon his wife, Amy Joy, joins him. Together they explore every inch of their new home on
two wheels, their rides a respite from the struggles that come with starting a new life in a new
country. Weaving together personal anecdotes and details of the role that cycling has played
throughout Dutch history, Pete Jordan’s In the City of Bikes: The Story of the Amsterdam Cyclist
is a poignant and entertaining read.

From BooklistIn 2002, the newlywed American author came to Amsterdam to study urban
planning for five months. He, his wife, and his son live there still, filled with the relentless
optimism that laces this book. Need a work visa in a tight labor market? Just be a janitor at a
garbage-processing plant. Low funds and two-room apartments? Who cares when you’re
holding your pregnant wife’s hand as she bikes along beside you? That’s right. Everyone bikes in
Amsterdam: the elderly, the brief-cased, the ladder-carrying, the ballroom-gowned. All without
helmets. No history of bicycles is complete without a history of bike thievery, and Jordan
delivers. The long section on the German occupation has isolated strong points but bogs down
listing anything that relates to bikes. American cities lack the critical mass of cyclists to earn
adequate bike lanes, yet too few cycle if they have to wear a helmet. So it is odd that an
expatriate whose dream job is to monitor all forms of traffic doesn’t say much about this
quandary or why cycling is more fun for the Dutch. --Dane Carr --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Review“A funny, engaging, and exhaustively researched tribute to
Amsterdam’s unique biking history….Jordan is an honest, self-effacing narrator, and there’s
much that’s lovably comic about his inauguration into Amsterdam cyclo-culture.” -- Los Angeles
Times“A charming and quirky book....Jordan’s portrait of bicycle culture in Amsterdam gives a
fascinating account of a viable alternative to dependence on cars.” -- Christian Science
Monitor“This highly readable book illuminates the bicycle’s integral role in shaping both the
psyche and the actual city of Amsterdam.” -- Houston Chronicle“For anyone contemplating
visiting or living in The Netherlands, In the City of Bikes is a must read.” -- New York Journal of
Books“Full of personal anecdote, self-deprecating humor, local lore and a history of cycling that
positively bursts with enthusiasm, In the City of Bikes is both a memoir and an ode to bicycles --
Shelf Awareness“[W]hat could have been a straightforward history [is] something more special:
history that doesn’t feel like history--just an enjoyable story from start to finish….An excellent



choice for bikers and those who appreciate how a city’s history can be changed by the simplest
of passions.” -- Kirkus Reviews“Jordan brings depth and color to a niche subject, delivering an
engaging cultural history. By the end, readers will understand that the bike is to Amsterdam what
the car is to America. Both are more than modes of transportation: they’re a substantial part of
their riders’ identities.” -- Publishers Weekly --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
Back CoverWhen Pete Jordan arrives in Amsterdam to study how to make America's cities more
bicycle-friendly, he immediately falls in love with the city that already lives life on two wheels. His
new bride, Amy Joy, joins Pete, and despite their financial hardships and instability, she
eventually finds her own new calling as a bicycle mechanic as Pete discovers the untold history
of cycling in Amsterdam.From its beginnings as an elitis t pastime in the 1890s to the street-
consuming craze of the 1920s, from the bicycle's role in a citywide resistance to the Nazi
occupation to the White Bikes of the 1960s and the bike fishermen of today, Jordan chronicles
the evolution of Amsterdam's cycling.Part personal memoir, part history of cycling, part
fascinating street-level tour of Amsterdam, In the City of Bikes is the story of a man who loves
bikes—in a city that loves bikes.--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorPete
Jordan is the author of the memoir Dishwasher: One Man's Quest to Wash Dishes in All Fifty
States. Pete's work has been featured on public radio's This American Life and in the New York
Times. He lives in Amsterdam.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside
FlapWhen Pete Jordan arrives in Amsterdam to study how to make America's cities more
bicycle-friendly, he immediately falls in love with the city that already lives life on two wheels. His
new bride, Amy Joy, joins Pete, and despite their financial hardships and instability, she
eventually finds her own new calling as a bicycle mechanic as Pete discovers the untold history
of cycling in Amsterdam.From its beginnings as an elitis t pastime in the 1890s to the street-
consuming craze of the 1920s, from the bicycle's role in a citywide resistance to the Nazi
occupation to the White Bikes of the 1960s and the bike fishermen of today, Jordan chronicles
the evolution of Amsterdam's cycling.Part personal memoir, part history of cycling, part
fascinating street-level tour of Amsterdam, In the City of Bikes is the story of a man who loves
bikes--in a city that loves bikes.--New York Journal of Books --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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DedicationFor Ferris,and in memory of my momAuthor’s NoteA note on the usage of some
place-names (streets, canals, etc.) in Amsterdam that have not been translated from the Dutch
in the text. Among some of the place-names that the reader will encounter:• straat: street•
gracht: canal• plein: square• steeg: alley• weg: way• dijk: dikeAlso, throughout this book, the
name “Holland” is used interchangeably with “the Netherlands,” as is “Hollanders” for ”Dutch/
Netherlanders.” Since the provinces of North and South Holland (home to the nation’s three
most populous cities: Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague) comprise only two of the
Netherlands’ twelve provinces, many citizens of the non-Holland provinces rightly take offense at
the term Holland being used to denote the entire nation. I’ve chosen to use the term liberally,
partly because so many Dutch people already refer to the nation as Holland, partly because
many quotations from Dutch sources in the book use the term to describe the nation and partly
because of any chauvinism I myself may possess as a resident of North
Holland.ContentsDedicationAuthor's Note 1 Even a Man from America Can See a Few Things:
The Arrival 2 Lucky Few: The 1890s 3 Piggy Hunters: The Bike Thievery 4 King of the
Street: The 1920s 5 It Made My Head Swim: The Elephants, Centaurs, Punks and Nuns 6 A
Matter of Individual Expression: The Land of the Automobile vs. the Land of the Bicycle 7
Problem Children: The 1930s 8 Which One’s the Wrench?: The Settling Down 9 We Were
True Libertines: The First Two Years of the Occupation10 Smash Your Bikes to Bits, Slice Your
Tires to Pieces: The Mass Bike Confiscation11 You No Longer Think, You Just Pedal: The Final
Years of the Occupation12 Give My Father’s Bike Back: The Occupation’s Legacy13 After
You Passed: The Mystery Rider14 It’s Chaos with the Bicycles: The 1950s15 A Bike Is
Coming: The New Additions16 A Bike Is Something, Yet Almost Nothing!: The 1960s17 A Big
Success: The Urban Myths of the White Bicycles18 A Typical Amsterdam Characteristic: The
Bike Fishermen19 Death to the Car!: The 1970s20 It’s a Joy to Be on a Bike Again!: The
1980s Onward21 Let’s Ride: Looking Back and Looking
ForwardAcknowledgmentsNotesAbout the AuthorAlso by Pete JordanCopyrightAbout the
PublisherFootnotes1Even a Man from America Can See a Few Things: The ArrivalWelkom in
Amsterdam,” the flight attendant said upon our landing. From the airport, a 20-minute train trip
brought me to Central Station. Then, with my duffel bag slung over my left shoulder, I stepped
onto the streets of continental Europe for the very first time. Two minutes later—and two blocks
away on Spuistraat—I was busy gaping at 17th-century, gable-roofed buildings that leaned so
severely they appeared ready to spill into the street, when suddenly a bike bell rang out: Brringg!
Brringg!Though I clearly heard the bell, I didn’t react to it. Why should I? I was walking on the
sidewalk.Then, from behind, a bicycle slammed into me. Under the weight of my duffel bag, I
stumbled a few steps forward before righting myself. I turned and saw a young brunette cyclist in
a short skirt. She looked awfully cute. She also looked mighty pissed—at me. She scowled, then
muttered “Klootzak!” and sped off.Huh? Why was she upset? She was the one riding carelessly



on the sidewalk. I was the injured party here!I was still pondering this ignoble welcome to
Amsterdam when I heard the frantic ringing of another bike bell: Brringg! Brringg! Brringg!I
turned around. A sneering cyclist was barreling right toward me. Ack! My body clenched; I
braced for a second collision. Fortunately, this time, no bike struck me. The sneerer had
managed to skillfully swerve around me. As I watched him pedal on, I thought, This sidewalk is a
dangerous place to walk! Then it dawned on me, this was no simple pedestrian sidewalk; it was
a separated-from-the-street bike path. I had no idea such a thing even existed. A smile came
over my face. This was brilliant! How civilized!Seconds before a third cyclist could target me, I
stepped off the asphalt path onto the brick-lined sidewalk and watched one bike after another
zoom by. A window washer cycled by with a 15-foot ladder dangling over his shoulder as
casually as if it was a purse. Another cyclist passed with a dining room table somehow perched
behind him. Several young couples rode by on single bikes, the men pedaling and the women—
sidesaddle on the rear racks—lounging languidly as if kicking back on recliners.THE YEAR
WAS 2002 and at the age of 35, I was already a bike nut who had lived and cycled in cities all
over America. Just two years before, I’d convinced my sweetheart, Amy Joy, to move with me to
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, telling her it was where I wanted to live for the rest of my life. I’d been
lured there by the cheap housing prices and funky old neighborhoods, but I’d failed to consider
one aspect of Pittsburgh living: cycling.Soon after arriving in Pittsburgh, I began working as a
dishwasher at a local café. It was autumn, and I regularly saw other people on bikes in traffic,
jostling with cars. They weren’t great in number but were numerous enough to help me believe I
could comfortably settle forever in Pittsburgh. But as winter dawned, my daily 30-minute
commutes to work grew chillier, more challenging and increasingly more lonely. I saw fewer and
fewer fellow cyclists until, finally, several days passed during which I saw none. I grew
despondent and, at the same time, became even more determined to spot other bikers.Then,
early one December morning, while riding to work, I saw them: in the snow, weaving back and
forth across each other, lay two bicycle-tire tracks. My heart began thumping. Somewhere up
ahead, just out of view, someone else was cycling. I wasn’t alone after all!As I sped to catch up
to them, my hope for Pittsburgh surged. For minutes, I raced in the mystery cyclist’s tracks
across the shuttered Nabisco factory parking lot and through some alleyways. Remarkable! He
or she was following my same route! Who could it be? A coworker? If so, then we could
commute together. Maybe we could even . . .Suddenly, mid-fantasy, I stopped pedaling.My bike
slowed to a halt.My chin dropped.Ugh.Could I have been any more foolish? These weren’t the
tracks of someone up ahead. They were my tracks—the ones I’d made while riding home from
work the night before.I then questioned how I could possibly spend the rest of my life in a place
inhospitable to cyclists. Hope for Pittsburgh ebbed.Months later, Amy Joy and I left Pittsburgh for
good and arrived back in Portland, Oregon—the place where we had met and the city widely
praised as America’s cycling capital. Early on my first morning back in town, while sitting on the
front steps of our rental at NE 20th and Couch, I was pleased to watch a cyclist ride past. A
minute later, another whizzed by. Soon they were zipping by from all directions. In a 30-minute



span, I counted 19 people on bikes. Nineteen! After having searched in vain for evidence of
fellow cycling life in Pittsburgh, I was now so elated I rushed inside to tell Amy Joy.“Nineteen
cyclists!” I said, shaking her awake.“Huh?”“I just counted 19 cyclists in the past half hour!”“Oh,”
she responded before falling back to sleep.Now, while standing in the middle of Amsterdam, I
recalled that event from just one year earlier. And I had to laugh. Portland? Nineteen in 30
minutes? Ha! I was now seeing 19 cyclists just about every 30 seconds.AS I TRUDGED along
the streets of Amsterdam that buzzed with bike traffic, I couldn’t take my eyes off the bikers.
Later, I would find a passage from a 1933 guidebook to Amsterdam that perfectly described the
type of captivation a newcomer like me was experiencing:[T]he odd gaps between going from
one place to the next may be profitably filled in by making first-hand studies of the noble art of
trick bicycle-riding. Those who are not absolutely perfect, get killed off very young. The survivors
thereupon develop a perfection in the difficult technique of balancing which will fill your soul with
deep envy. Sit you down on the Leidse Plein or on the Rembrandt Plein and let the show pass by
you while you are supposed to be writing postal cards to the dear family in Ithaca, NY. You won’t
write many, for you will be forever clutching your companion’s hand and shouting, “Look at that
girl carrying a potted palm on her shoulders!” or again, “Look at that family with five kids tucked
away between the frame!” All very harmless and pleasant and the cost, again, is
negligible.That’s exactly how I felt, except, I had no companion with me whose hand I could
clutch to share my amazement. Amy Joy wouldn’t be joining me in Amsterdam until a month and
a half later.What I really wanted her to see was the impressive number of kids riding as
passengers. Many of them rode behind their parents in rear seats, the kind I’d seen used in the
United States. Other kids rode in large wooden boxes on elongated cargo bikes, contraptions I’d
never seen in America. Some infants rode in little seats between their parents and the
handlebars, complete with little windshields. Babies rode in slings strapped to their parents’
chests. One girl stood on the rear rack of her mother’s bike while holding on to her mom’s
shoulders—like a little trick rodeo rider preening atop her horse. This was all new to me.Despite
all these crowds, I found the city startlingly quiet. The narrow streets and the roadways along the
canals carried far less motorized traffic than their congested counterparts in American city
centers. This tranquility, though, was compromised by an ever-present clamor created by the
army of creaky bikes. Scraping fenders clunk-clunk-clunked. Loose chain guards continually
kerchunked. And countless rusty chains—apparently last oiled when they’d exited the bike
factory decades earlier—shrieked desperate pleas for grease.These bikes were nothing like the
sleek and polished mountain bikes and racing bikes and cruisers I was accustomed to seeing on
the streets of America. Back home, I’d always felt like an outcast on my beloved fifth-hand
clunkers. More than once, I’d been rudely dismissed by a bike shop mechanic who’d deemed an
old two-wheeler of mine unworthy of repair. But now I found myself in a city inundated by kindred
spirits on beat-up old bikes, many of which were held together in part by string, twine, yarn,
wires, rubber bands, inner tubes, shoelaces, masking tape, duct tape, etc. The cyclists
appeared utterly unconcerned with the status of their rides. Suit-and-tie-clad businessmen rode



unabashedly on broken-down workhorses—women’s models, no less. In fact, with so many well
dressed Amsterdammers riding crappy wheels, it seemed that the chicer one’s threads, the
shabbier—and noisier—his or her bike.Yet, no matter the condition of their bikes, every cyclist
appeared happy and satisfied. They moved with fluidity and sophistication. They stepped on and
off their moving bikes with the gracefulness of ballerinas. At busy intersections, columns of
bikers threaded past one another effortlessly. Such universal comfort and elegance on such
basic, crappy bikes: it seemed the basis of an egalitarian society.FOR SEVERAL HOURS, as I
wandered aimlessly, I scrutinized the bikers with a nervous longing. I walked the length of
Vondelpark and then, beyond the far end of the park, I entered a tiny bike shop. A row of a dozen
ratty-looking, secondhand bikes, each sporting a handwritten price tag, stood along one wall.
Straightaway I located the cheapest bike: a single-speed, Union-brand men’s model. It cost 80
euros—roughly a hundred dollars at the time, which was double the most I’d ever paid for a bike.
Over the years, bikes had usually come into my possession as hand-me-downs or throwaways
or as little unwanted street orphans in need of a home. But despite the cost, I was now
desperate to join the action. I needed a bike, and this one appeared roadworthy; that was plenty
enough for me.The only other person in the shop was a mechanic who was busy replacing the
brake pads on a three-speed. “I’ll take this one,” I told him.The mechanic wiped his greasy hands
on a rag, walked over and asked, “You don’t want to try it out first?”Too impatient to hit the
streets, I answered, “No.”I quickly counted out the cash and handed it over.“Do you want a lock,
too?” the mechanic asked.I patted my duffel bag and said, “I already have one.”“Just
one?”“Yeah.”“And you’re going to lock it outside at night?”“Yeah, I guess so.”“In Amsterdam,
you’re going to need more than one.”He stressed that I should lock both wheels and that the
frame should be locked to a fixed object. I took his advice and bought a second lock.Before
leaving the shop, I mentioned to the mechanic that someone had slammed into me that morning;
I repeated as best I could the woman’s utterance. “What’s that mean?” I asked.“You were walking
in the bike lane?”“Yeah.”He laughed and said, “She called you an asshole.”I walked the bike
outside. Since the consensus color of the frame—drawing from the paint, rust and dirt—was
brown, I wasted no time in christening it “Brownie.” I threw one leg over Brownie’s top tube,
plopped my butt on the seat and placed my right foot on the right pedal. My helmet remained
buried in the bottom of my duffel bag. Of the thousands of cyclists I’d seen so far that day, I had
yet to see one wearing a helmet. So I decided to go native by going helmet-less.A couple of
cyclists rode past. I didn’t move. Then another rode by. Still I didn’t budge. My heart, I realized,
was racing.I found myself too nervous to embark. I’d presumed that riding a bike in Amsterdam
would come effortlessly. After all, I’d cycled in Los Angeles, New York and dozens of other cities
in between, always riding as a second-class road user on streets dominated by cars. But here
bicycles ruled the streets; yet I was intimidated. The Dutch cyclists rode with such poise and
confidence, I doubted whether I could fit in or if I could avoid causing havoc. I didn’t really know
where in the city I was or even what some of the traffic signs meant. To help explain it all to me, I
wished I had a guide—be it a person or a book.Travel guides to Amsterdam and Holland—



particularly those published in the 1940s and ’50s—warned tourists of Dutch cyclists. “The
visitor must . . . be careful of the countless cyclists whose agility and speed are stupefying,”
cautioned one guidebook. Another counseled: “You’ll think the Lord has unloosed a plague of
cycles upon Holland for some national sin.”For the motorized tourist in Holland, a 1945 guide
advised, “Don’t be frightened of . . . reckless cyclists.” Ten years later, another guidebook
suggested, “You will need discipline in traffic, adroitness and a certain amount of courage . . . to
thread your way through a host of bicyclists.” More direct was the recommendation from a 1949
travel book on how motorists should handle biking Amsterdammers: “If you feel like cursing
them, we hope you will manage to keep your temper.”Even taxi passengers received tips. A 1950
guide titled All the Best in Holland stated:Taxi drivers seem always able to weave an intricate
pattern in and through the mad needling of bicycles. They plunge into seemingly impenetrable
masses of them and, like the Red Sea before the wand of Moses, the cycles open up a
miraculous path. Close your eyes. Don’t look. You’ll reach your destination safely, without leaving
a trail of casualties.This same book also strongly advised pedestrians to “steer a straight course”
at traffic intersections in order to best cope with the cyclists. It explained:When walking on or
across streets in Holland never halt or change your pace abruptly! This caution is of utmost
importance, since disregard of it may cause a severe bump with some cyclist. Holland’s bike-
pushers plot their swift and silent courses on the assumption that the pedestrian will keep going
where he seems to be going, that he will not strike off at a sudden, whimsical tangent, that he
will not stop in the middle of the street to see if he left his traveler’s checks back in the room.In
1959, one visitor to Amsterdam noted, “It is the daring ‘foreigner’ who would board a bicycle and
attempt to keep pace with these Hollanders who weave in and out of traffic at ‘breaking-the-
sound-barrier’ speeds.”Seated on my new bike, I went ahead and dared myself—and then took
off.BROWNIE WAS LUMBERING and sluggish, a reluctant mule in need of prodding. (I wouldn’t
discover all the oily sand packed into the enclosed chain guard until weeks later.) But after about
a hundred feet of riding, he proved manageable. When I pedaled, his wheels turned; when I
braked, he slowed. That was more than could be said of some bikes I’d owned, so I was more
than satisfied.Having no destination, Brownie and I simply started following the guy who
happened to be riding ahead of us in the bike lane. When he turned left, so did we. When he
turned right, we did, too. And when absentminded tourists wandered onto the bike path, I
followed my leader’s example by aggressively ringing my bell and muttering at them the first
word in my Dutch biking vocabulary: “Klootzak.”All afternoon Brownie and I rode in the summer
sunshine. Gradually, my confidence grew, especially when I realized Brownie must already have
logged thousands of hours on these streets. Along canals, over bridges, though alleys and
parks, we obediently pursued one cyclist after another. That is, when we could keep up. When
three ten-year-old boys left us in their dust, I blamed the weight of my duffel bag. When an
elderly woman left us for dead, I blamed jet lag. Ultimately, though, I was forced to suppress my
machismo and admit that the tempo of many of the town’s cyclists was simply faster than my
own pedaling lollygag. My pace never hindered my progress, though, for each time one person



pulled away, some other nearby laggard was on hand for me to trail instead. And slowly but
surely, with each turn of the crank and with each new guide followed, I got into the groove of the
city’s cycling rhythm.For some reason, many of these unwitting guides were women. And there
were so many women—beauties made even more beautiful because they were on bikes. Unlike
bike riders in America, who so often ride hunched over their handlebars, “The Amsterdammer
sits upright on his bicycle as if he’s sitting in an uncomfortable chair at home,” noted an English
tourist in 1954. “In a busy street filled with traffic, it’s as if all the cyclists are paying each other a
visit, yet they’re riding.” These Amsterdam women were riding so tall in the saddle, regally atop
their thrones, that the tips of their shoes were barely able to touch the ground.Without a doubt,
on this lone July day in Amsterdam, I saw more stunning women on bicycles than I had seen in
my entire 35 years in the United States. Some women were riding in long skirts hiked up to their
knees. Others were riding in short skirts hiked up to their thighs. And a few rode in miniskirts
hiked up so unbelievably far, one could hardly justify calling them skirts.Dutifully, I gaped at them
while not knowing my reaction was actually rather customary among American males. Almost a
century earlier, in 1911, a tourist from Kansas had commented: “Perhaps it will be thought that I
am going too far in my investigation, but the Dutch ladies ride bicycles so generally that even a
man from America can see a few things, no matter how hard he tries to look the other way and
comes near getting run over.” A Yank in Amsterdam in 1929 wrote: “There seem to be as many of
the fair sex riding as there are men, and they wear short skirts—as short as they wear them
anywhere—so it is a real sight to watch the bicycle parade.”In 1965, a 50-year-old American
marriage counselor, after spending time in the Netherlands, noted, “Nowhere else in the world
have I seen so many women and girls with such shapely, truly feminine legs as in Holland. And
the Dutch know that. They like to show their legs. It’s due to the bikes. Massage can do a lot, but
cycling makes the leg just perfect.”Of his visit to Amsterdam, a New Yorker wrote in 1972: “At first
you cannot refrain from looking out of the corners of your eyes at the rounded knees and
shapely legs of those blond goddesses who quickly pedal past you, as though galloping on a
winged Pegasus. Soon, however, the superabundance of thighs exposed by the breeze
immunizes you to their effect.”But here in my first hours in the city, I wasn’t yet immunized. One
American who might have been, though, was Walter H. Waggoner, the 39-year-old Holland
bureau chief for the New York Times, who, in 1957, wrote:The foreigner . . . may have a picture of
rain-soaked, frost-bitten squinting faces under a tangle of wind-whipped hair. This contributes to
a notion abroad that Dutch girls are what one American resident has described as “not very
appetizing.”The description is untrue. They just do not look appetizing, because they always are
fighting the weather on their bicycles in a way that produces, on the most comely, the leathery,
the buffeted look of a veteran sea captain.If these were sea captains I was seeing, then I was
ready to sign up and ship out.The sight of all these dreamboats on bikes made me eager to see
among them my own belle, Amy Joy. Now I was already picturing her in Amsterdam riding in her
flowery orange dress or in her flowery green dress or in her black polka-dot dress. Really,
though, it wouldn’t matter what she wore. In America, she’d always been ravishing on a bike. In



Amsterdam, she’d be nothing less than a goddess.ONE WOMAN I found myself trailing was
dolled up in a tight, sleeveless gown and stilettos, looking as if she was heading to a ball. Even
more enchanting than her outfit was the rattletrap bike she was riding. Its front wheel weaved
somewhat, but the back wheel was out of control. It wobbled so severely, each revolution looked
as if it could be its last before completely falling off. Watching the tail end of her bicycle sway
from side to side made me loopy. Finally, when I could stand it no more, I veered off and
commenced trailing a guy who was rolling a cigarette as he pedaled. Though I was now spared
the nausea, I was left wondering if Miss Partygoer ever reached her festive destination before
her bike collapsed.A couple of blocks later, after my latest guide had finished rolling his cigarette
and begun smoking it, I caught a glimpse of a woman biking through an intersection. At first I
thought I’d noticed something unusual about her, something peculiar about her midsection.
Then I quickly dismissed the notion. Impossible, I thought. Still, I wasn’t sure. So I raced through
the intersection, labored to catch up, then tucked in right behind her. From this vantage point,
though, I still couldn’t confirm what I thought I’d seen. So I pedaled yet harder and pulled
alongside her.Then I looked over.Sheesh! I thought.Either she was cycling to the beach with a
beach ball stuffed under her shirt—or she was extremely pregnant. I dismissed the former as
implausible. But the latter? Inconceivable.So I looked over again. Now it was undeniable; that
was no ball. Of all the various methods for transporting kids on bikes in Amsterdam that I’d
witnessed so far, this woman was employing the most basic one of all: in her belly.I continued
staring at her ready-to-burst abdomen, wondering if she was leading me to the maternity ward.
When the expectant mother caught me gawking, she shot me a look that seemed to say, What,
you’ve never seen a pregnant woman on a bike before?In reply, my expression hopefully
conveyed, No, I never have!Mother and fetus then accelerated, leaving me flabbergasted in their
wake.I’d already suspected that this place was magical. My lefty heart was already warmed by
what little I knew about Dutch culture, like governmental toleration of soft-drug usage and
legalized gay marriage (both of which were unknown in the United States at the time). But there
was something about the sight of a pregnant woman cycling so casually that made me really
swoon. In America I’d witnessed motorists verbally attack cyclists who had the temerity to ride
with child passengers, calling them bad parents for endangering their children. And maybe those
motorists had a point. In fact, I could not imagine allowing a child to roam the streets of an
American city by bike the way I did as a kid in the 1970s. But here, children were everywhere on
bikes—alone or with their parents. That conveyed to me a lot about this city. And that this society
provided streets safe enough to cycle without helmets made a big impression. Yet the icing on
the cake was a people who provided an environment secure enough for a pregnant woman to
cycle. It seemed to me the pinnacle of a humane culture.Before my introductory Amsterdam bike
ride ended that day, I saw a second and then a third cycling preggers.I’D COME TO Amsterdam
knowing almost nothing about the city’s—or country’s—history or culture or society. If I’d been
asked to point to Holland on a map of Europe, my finger probably would’ve landed somewhere
on Scandinavia. What I knew about the country could have fit in a thimble. Dutch masters?



Weren’t those cigars or something? Famous Hollanders? I couldn’t have named a single one—
not a politician nor a monarch, not a sports figure nor a musician. If I’d been asked to name a
Dutch painter, I couldn’t even have come up with Van Gogh or Rembrandt. Anne Frank? I was
vaguely familiar with her tragic story of hiding from the Nazis and her subsequent death, but if
someone had told me she’d hidden in Brussels or Copenhagen, I’d have nodded in agreement,
oblivious to the truth.I had just spent the previous decade absorbed with exploring America and
gave scant thought to what lay beyond its borders. About Holland, mostly I’d just heard that the
Dutch loved bikes. So, as an older, returning college student, I’d come to Amsterdam to study
Dutch urban planning for five months at the University of Amsterdam. That first night, I settled
into the university-provided studio apartment on Spaarndammerstraat.On my second morning in
Europe, I began my intensive, monthlong, five-morning-a-week Dutch language course. When
not in class, I explored the city by bike, day and night.Though I was a newlywed, I was falling for
a new sweetheart. I was fully enraptured with Amsterdam, but even more powerful was the
prospect of sharing Amsterdam with Amy Joy. On my third afternoon in the city, I sat in the sun
on a bench in Vondelpark and fantasized about cycling side by side with my wife while she held
my wrist or forearm (the way I was seeing cycling lovers do in the park) or with her seated on the
back of Brownie (another standard among the local couples). Also exciting was picturing her
riding in this city with a big, round belly. Yet most thrilling of all was imagining Amy Joy cycling
with our own future little tyke as a passenger.As the endless line of cyclists streamed by, I sat on
the bench and handwrote a letter to Amy Joy. I described my new perspective: how terribly
stressed I now realized I’d been while cycling all those years in America compared to how
incredibly relaxed I had become in Amsterdam. I described to her how comfortable this city felt
and the utter “coziness” of my new surroundings. The letter concluded: “It’s so absolutely
amazing to ride a bike here. Maybe we should just live in Amsterdam forever. What do you
think?”This proposition was little more than wishful thinking, not unlike a kid at Disneyland
asking her parents if she could stay and live in Sleeping Beauty’s castle. But to Amy Joy, the
thought of being at home in Amsterdam was already real. Her response to my letter was so
enthusiastic that it couldn’t wait for airmail. Just hours after receiving and reading my proposal,
Amy Joy—the girl from Mississippi who’d never before set foot in Europe, much less Amsterdam
—replied by e-mail: “Living there forever sounds wonderful! I’ve already started telling my
friends, ‘Goodbye, I’m moving to Amsterdam. . . .’ ”2Lucky Few: The 1890sNine months before I
arrived in Amsterdam, in a used bookstore in San Francisco, I stumbled upon a 1963 book titled
Cities by the landscape architect Lawrence Halprin. The book contained hundreds of photos of
engaging and interesting urban spaces from around the world. While I scanned these images of
streets, plazas and waterfronts, one picture in particular struck me. The photographer had
captured a swarm of cyclists moving as one through an intersection in Amsterdam. Sidewalk
café patrons sit facing the street as the parade of cyclists breezes past, flanking a lone
automobile. For more than ten years, I had roamed around the United States, exploring big cities
and small towns seeking the place where I felt most comfortable, somewhere I could call home



for the rest of my life. Ultimately, I’d never found a place that had ticked all the boxes. But now,
while staring at this one photo, I was mesmerized.I bought the book, took it home, ripped out the
photo and taped it to the wall beside my bed. For the next few days, when going to sleep and
upon awakening, I counted the cyclists. Each time, the tally ended with the same incredible total:
60. Sixty people on their bikes. They weren’t radicals shouting slogans or Lance Armstrong
wannabes on Treks. They weren’t children playing on toy bikes or deadbeats on the only means
of transport they could afford. Judging from their attire (coats and ties, purses dangling from
handlebars) and their demeanors (matter-of-fact, not harried), they appeared to be just 60
individuals commuting home from work or school on a simple, yet effective, form of
transportation.While the photo portrayed my ideal locale, I had no idea if 21st-century
Amsterdam resembled the Amsterdam of the photo. But even if that photographed street
nowadays had only a fraction of the cyclists in the picture, I figured Amsterdam would still be a
far greater bike town than anywhere in America. As an urban planning student, I needed to get
there, to be there, to learn from the best how to build a city for bikes.AS KIDS GROWING up in
the post-hippie/pre-yuppie Haight-Ashbury district of 1970s San Francisco, none of my older
brothers or sisters owned bikes. My parents simply couldn’t afford such luxuries. Other kids on
our block had their own wheels, though, and anytime I could cadge a spin on one of those, no
matter how briefly, the moment was special. In fact, it was so special that when I was eight years
old, I began delivering newspapers in order to earn the money to buy a bike of my own. After
working two months as a paperboy, I saved exactly enough for a $45 bicycle I saw in a toy store
advertisement.My new bike was puke-green and had its name—“Dill Pickle”—written in script
across the chain guard. Though I stood out as much as a guy on a hot-pink bike sporting the
name “Princess,” when my bike and I took to the streets of my neighborhood, no eight-year-old
could’ve ever worn a broader smile. My kooky-colored bike with its dopey name was the butt of
endless razzing from friends and strangers alike. But none of that mattered. Despite its look and
moniker, the Dill Pickle was my bike and it provided me the freedom to travel beyond my block
and explore the city. I no longer had to wait for the bus or be chauffeured in my parents’ station
wagon; I could just go.Countless hours were spent riding with my friends through Golden Gate
Park out to Ocean Beach or up and over the hills to the video game and pinball parlors at
Fisherman’s Wharf. Sometimes we even cycled outside the city, down to a friend’s cousin’s
house in suburban South San Francisco.By the end of its first year, my Dill Pickle had aged
considerably. Spokes were missing; the handlebars were bent from a collision with a wall; dents
and scratches pitted the frame. Admittedly, I didn’t take especially good care of the Pickle and,
eventually, rode the poor thing into an early grave. We were unable to even celebrate a second
anniversary together.A long string of other low-budget bikes followed. Some I bought
secondhand from friends. One I found abandoned and covered with ivy in Golden Gate Park.
Another I found rusting on the rooftop of a neighboring apartment building. Unbothered by their
homely looks, I always fell for junkers and granny bikes—ones that weren’t embarrassed by their
broken-in appearances. Maybe they didn’t always have the keenest brakes or the best tread



tires, but those bikes seemed to be glad just to be ridden at all—and I always happily obliged
them.During my senior year of high school, the driver’s education teacher sought me out to
inform me I was one of only two students from my class of 200 who hadn’t taken his course.
While my peers treated obtaining a driver’s license as a vital—almost universal—rite of passage,
I was uninterested in cars. My classmates eagerly became motorists, while I remained a devoted
cyclist.As I grew older, bike riding continued to fascinate me far more than car driving. Bikes
were so much cheaper to own and operate, were far simpler to repair and maintain, and with no
license or insurance required, they certainly required far less responsibility. Most important, no
matter what clunky, crappy old bike I ever owned, each remained a delight to ride.I cycled
around towns and cities across the nation. Some places—Davis, California; Portland, Oregon;
Madison, Wisconsin—were easy to ride in. Other places—Los Angeles, Houston, Atlanta—were
tougher. Yet no matter where in the nation I happened to be, I joyfully cycled, regardless of the
place’s bikeability.AFTER MORE THAN a decade of incessant rambling, trying to see and
experience as much of America as possible, I began studying urban planning at San Francisco
State University in the fall of 2001. My interest focused on learning how cities could best be
organized in ways that limited car usage, increased mass transit ridership and added facilities
for pedestrians and cyclists.At school, inspired by what I was learning, I’d leave class feeling
extremely motivated. But then, just after stepping outside and unlocking my bike, I’d face an
urban-planning nightmare: 19th Avenue, San Francisco’s busiest—and one of its most
dangerous—streets. On just about an annual basis, pedestrians had been killed at the four-way
intersection in front of the campus.A major reason why I liked to cycle was that I found it far less
nerve-racking than driving. However, on the bike, I didn’t yet realize how very stressed I really
was. In fact, despite the fact that San Francisco was the birthplace of the Critical Mass bike
activist movement, the city was often challenging for me to navigate by bike. The hills weren’t the
problem, though; the other road users were. Almost daily, on my commute to and from campus, I
encountered some sort of altercation. Most were minor: motorists cutting me off, people
thoughtlessly opening car doors in my path, etc. But other times the infractions were more
severe: drivers blowing through stop signs or barreling along in the bike lanes.Though the city’s
population was more or less the same as during my Dill Pickle days in the 1970s, the number of
automobiles in the city had doubled in that time. And as a cyclist, I felt squeezed out, pushed to
the margins, alone.A COUPLE OF days after having discovered the 1950s Amsterdam cycling
photo, I walked into my university’s Study Abroad office. Applying to study urban planning—in
English—at the University of Amsterdam turned out to be far easier than I’d expected. I was duly
accepted into the program.The plan was set: Amy Joy and I would marry in June 2002. I’d leave
for Amsterdam in July. She’d follow me seven weeks later. I’d study Dutch urban planning
through the fall semester and learn all I could about how to help make American cities more
accommodating and less perilous for cyclists. Then, in December, we’d return to San
Francisco.At least, that had been the plan when I’d left the States.ONCE I WAS in Amsterdam,
all the papers I wrote in my urban planning courses focused on some aspect of Amsterdam



cycling. I quickly learned that the level of cycling was much lower than it had been when the
1950s photo was snapped. This made me even more curious about the history of Amsterdam
cycling, especially in the period from the 1920s to the 1970s. Unfortunately, there wasn’t much
readily available information on this subject in English or in Dutch. For example, the only book
concerning Amsterdam cycling history, written in the 1970s, devoted a scant page and a half to
the story of the city’s bikers during the five years Amsterdam was occupied by the Nazis. So in
order to learn the full story myself, I began digging through libraries and archives.AT THE VERY
beginning of the 1890s, bicycles—with their high mounts, giant front wheels and solid tires—
were just the playthings of hard-core enthusiasts. But that changed quickly in both America and
Europe with the advent of the “safety bike” and its low mount, diamond frame, two wheels of
equal size and—most important—pneumatic tires. (As an Amsterdammer of that era testified:
“The pneumatic tire came along, which made it possible—even alluring—for anyone to become
a bicycle rider.”) In 1890, there were only about 150,000 bikes in all of the United States, but by
the end of the decade, Americans were buying more than a million “safeties” annually. It was the
bicycle’s “golden age.”In the decades-long development that resulted in the safety bike, the
various innovations occurred primarily in France, Great Britain, Germany and the United States.
Despite its later reputation as a “cycling nation,” the Netherlands actually contributed no major
developments to the bicycle.In the United States, due to the mass manufacture of bikes, cheap
models flooded the market. At the same time, in Holland, while some Dutch bike manufacturers
existed, they didn’t mass-produce bikes on the American scale. Dutch bicycles, therefore,
remained expensive. Also pricey were the many American bikes imported into the Netherlands.
Comparing one Dutch bike to the American bikes, an American visitor in 1897 observed: “In
Amsterdam . . . the ‘Wilhelmina,’ called after Holland’s Queen and of home manufacture, is ‘not
in it,’ as the boys say. Why? Because they are not as durable as the Yankee importation.”AFTER
AMSTERDAM GREATLY expanded in the 17th century, the new streets became the envy of
foreigners. One Englishman visiting Amsterdam in 1641 remarked: “[T]he Streets so exactly
straite, even, & uniforme that nothing can be more pleasing.” In 1691, another Englishman
commented: “Certainly Amsterdam is one of the Beautifullest Cities in the World . . . their
Streets . . . Paved so neatly, as is to be found no where else in any Country.”The cobblestoned
streets that had once marveled 17th century visitors greatly irritated bikers at the turn of the 20th
century. In 1900, one cyclist, riding from Central Station to Dam Square, claimed that the
Damrak’s wet cobblestones (or, as he called them, “the lumpy heads of little children”) caused
the rider to “bob up and down and about like a rudderless ship.”In 1898, another cyclist
described the paving on Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal as “nothing less than a mountainous
landscape that a Lilliputian would regard as a delightful, undulating terrain. A bicycle wheel
doesn’t take up much space, but the cyclist on this street who finds a path wide enough to ride
on without jolting is a trick-rider of the highest order.”A woman in 1902 found Leidseplein to be
particularly rough for cycling, saying, “Really, when I sit there shaking—bumpity, bumpity, bop!
(with ‘bop!’ I fly off my seat)—I’m left feeling completely foolish. I fancy that someone from the



sixteenth century would think they were seeing a new sort of torture device.”“Even the sturdiest
bicycles are not equipped for such medieval conditions,” complained an Amsterdam cyclist in
1906. “The bicycle repairmen will attest to how great the damage is that is inflicted on bicycles
due to poor paving.”THE ONE PLACE in Amsterdam that provided the city’s cyclists with solace
was Vondelpark. In the 1860s and ’70s, the lanes of the park had been laid out specifically to
promote promenading, whether on foot, on horseback or in a buggy. By the 1890s, those same
lanes became so enormously popular for cycling that various attempts to ban cycling in the park
never stuck. In 1897, two pedestrians noted a typical spring Sunday morning in Vondelpark.
“Wherever you look, you see bicycles, bicycles and yet more bicycles,” they wrote. “We also then
heard a couple of little scalawags justifiably singing, ‘Everyone on the bike! Everyone on the
bike!’ ”*But because the safety bike was a rather recent phenomenon, Amsterdammers in the
1890s weren’t accustomed to cycling since childhood (unlike the generations that followed).
Lacking basic biking skills—like balance—many adults were far from proficient riders. The two
aforementioned Vondelpark strollers reported seeing cyclists crash into each other and slam into
pedestrians. Of the riders on rental bikes, they said, “We saw one of them lose his balance and
land in the middle of the path and create a dam in the stream [of cyclists] that irresistibly pushed
onward.”Many of these neophytes came to Vondelpark specifically to learn to cycle. One
Amsterdammer of the era later recalled:In the streets and on the squares and especially in
Vondelpark, very often you could see the most clownish feats executed by the giving and
receiving of cycling instructions. The student—fearful and awkward, trying to master that difficult
balance—was helped by the instructor who—panting and gasping—held on to the bike’s seat
post while trotting alongside and pushing. The student could ride independently for a bit but
then, upon the realization that he or she was no longer being helped, fell over.A teacher from an
outdoor cycling school recounted how, first, he would hold on to the frame of the student’s
bike,And then just run alongside until my tongue hung to my shoes. There were ladies who, at
the slightest wobble or just when I’d let go, would begin to yell and others who, after a near-
crash, would immediately throw in the towel. Conversely, there was also an “old young lady”—a
little, slight, wilted type—that had not the least bit of fear, who insisted on riding “free,” took nasty
spills and—laughing—tried again.SUCH WAS THE demand for biking instruction that a number
of impressive indoor cycling schools emerged around town. In 1895, for example, on
Frederiksplein, within the great hall of the Paleis voor Volksvlijt (Palace of the People), a large
cycling school and velodrome complex opened. In 1897, at the new Simplex bike factory on
Overtoom, a bike-riding school opened up on the fourth floor of the complex (from which 237
students graduated within its first three months). Just a few blocks away, on Nassaukade,
another bike manufacturer—Fongers—opened its own riding school.The most conspicuous of
these establishments, though, was the Velox. When it opened in July 1898 on Hobbemakade in
a grand, new edifice that stood among the Museumplein’s other grand, new buildings—the
Rijksmuseum, the Stedelijk Museum, the Concertgebouw—a reporter wrote: “ ‘Cyclist School’ is
too modest a name. A better name for the large, sturdily-built and splendidly-furnished building



would be: ‘Cyclist Palace.’ ” Its main attraction—a 16,000-square-foot, wooden-floored riding hall
—was purported to be the largest hall in the nation. Other amenities included a gallery
overlooking the main hall, sitting rooms, changing rooms, a restaurant, a bike shop showroom
and a basement repair shop. The facilities were said to be “extremely practical and pleasant. In
such an enormous building, one feels immediately at ease and at home.”The Velox could be
used for “figure cycling” (akin to figure skating) and by cycling clubs or individuals who wished to
bike in comfort during wet and/or cold weather. But the Velox’s main function was cycling
education. At its grand opening, the Velox’s commissioner proclaimed it to be “a school for
beginners but also an academy for trained cyclists.” Beginners first learned how to sit properly
on a stationary bike. Then they progressed to wearing a harness that hung from above and kept
them safely upright. Men learned how to steer with one hand while properly tipping their hats
with the other. Women learned how to mount and dismount a bike in the utmost ladylike manner.
One woman who had attended a cycling school in Amsterdam in the 1890s later recalled, “We
practiced for weeks on end, just as if it was a horseback riding lesson. The first trip to
Vondelpark was quite an event; we had purchased special cycling-gowns & our friends regarded
us as heroes.”SINCE BIKES WERE expensive, lessons costly, proper riding attire expected and
leisure time required for riding—all of which the city’s large working class typically couldn’t afford
—cycling in Amsterdam during the 1890s “golden age” was largely restricted to the “lucky few,”
the affluent. Yet when it came to, arguably, the luckiest of them all—the wealthiest young woman
in the country—cycling was strictly forbidden. Princess Wilhelmina was ten years old in 1890
when, upon the death of her father King Willem III, she became queen. But because Wilhelmina
was still a minor, her mother, Emma, would rule as queen regent until Wilhelmina turned 18 in
1898.In May 1897, while Emma and Wilhelmina were vacationing in Vienna, Austria, the 16-year-
old girl became so captivated by the cycling she encountered there, she purchased an
“excellent” bike and had it shipped back to Holland. Once home, Wilhelmina tried to take her
new bike for a spin on the grounds of Het Loo Palace. When Emma discovered what her
daughter was up to, she was aghast. The queen regent—who deemed bicycle riding highly
inappropriate for a monarch—immediately forbade Wilhelmina from cycling.Just as any parent’s
unpopular command could frustrate any teenager, the edict frustrated the teen queen.
Wilhelmina, though, had a recourse unavailable to any other Dutch teenager: she pleaded her
case before the Raad van State (Council of State), the body of statesmen that settled, among
other things, disputes concerning the crown. In Wilhelmina’s argument, she named other female
European monarchs and royals who biked. They cycled, so why couldn’t she? After deliberating,
the council concluded that, for Wilhelmina, riding a bicycle was incompatible with reigning over
more than 50 million subjects (90 percent of whom lived in the Dutch East Indies). In its ruling,
the council’s president stated:The precedents cited in favor of the contrary opinion are not to the
point. In no other case was the person who used the bicycle as a mode of locomotion so
precious to her subjects, in no other instance was the life and health of the Royal bicyclist so
necessary to the welfare of such a large number of subjects as in this. Therefore, we humbly



implore your gracious Majesty not to expose your precious life to this danger, how so ever slight
it may seem.This decision, one duchess said, cost Wilhelmina “many a tear.” Even so, the young
queen accepted it. “She sighed like a biker and obeyed like a Monarch,” is how one foreign news
account of the affair put it. As a consolation, Emma presented Wilhelmina with a gift: a buggy
drawn by four Shetland ponies.Within weeks, the tale of the queen who’d been prohibited from
cycling ran in newspapers from Australia to America. The New York Tribune joked that a
conspiracy was at the root of this “savage persecution” of Wilhelmina:The purport of it is, of
course, entirely clear. It is to drive Her Majesty to abdicate her throne. And, indeed, no more
potent measure could have been devised. For what right-thinking girl of seventeen would
hesitate between a throne and a bicycle? But surely some milder course could have been
pursued, some less atrocious proposition made. A simple revolution, with force of arms, would
have been preferable to this.Curiously, the Dutch press initially remained mum on the subject. It
wasn’t until after the foreign press had reported on the ruling that several Dutch periodicals
finally published brief pieces about Wilhelmina’s bike ban, the editors admitting they’d only
learned of the matter through the foreign newspapers.Despite the setback, Wilhelmina remained
patient. After she finally ascended to the throne on her 18th birthday in August 1898, it was said
that one of her first acts as a ruling monarch was to learn to ride her bike.WHILE THE 1890s
bicycling golden age had transpired on a much smaller scale in Holland than it had in the United
States, unlike in America, bike riding didn’t immediately become passé with the dawning of the
automobile age (more about that in chapter 6). Even so, during the first two decades of the 20th
century, the new transportation rage in Amsterdam wasn’t the bicycle or the car; it was another
relatively new mode of transit: the electric tram. During this period, the city’s tram network greatly
expanded and ridership shot through the roof.But the modes of transport that continued to
dominate the city’s street traffic were not new. One was the pushcart, from which goods (fruit,
vegetables, bread, clothes, etc.) were sold or transported. “Back then, it wasn’t the cyclist who
created chaos in traffic through his undisciplined driving,” stated an eyewitness to that era; “it
was the man who pushed the pushcart!”Another major component of Amsterdam traffic, one that
—it was said at the time—formed “the principal traffic hindrance on the roadway” was the
pedestrian. Read one account in 1906:If there is one category of people who still need to be
educated on matters of traffic, then those are the pedestrians. Not conscious that they are in a
busy traffic corridor, nor taking into account all that is moving around them, they go on their way
with their heads in the clouds. They ignore sidewalks, preferring the middle of the street. Yes,
indeed! They cross without looking. . . . Entire families socialize in the streets.One eyewitness of
the era spoke of “that peculiarity that repeatedly surprises foreigners: Amsterdam’s pedestrians
prefer to walk in the roadway.” A visiting Englishwoman found this custom to be “so funny.”The
pedestrians had, for centuries, constituted the bulk of Amsterdam’s street traffic, making traffic
regulation largely unnecessary (however, one-way traffic for carts had been mandated in some
of the city’s alleys as early as 1595). But in the early years of the 20th century, when the older,
slower modes of transport (pedestrians/pushcarts/horse-drawn vehicles) mixed with the



modern, faster modes (trams/bikes/cars), disorder arose, particularly at the intersections.In
1906, action was finally taken to bring order to the street traffic when Amsterdam mayor
Wilhelmus Frederik van Leeuwen implemented a broad plan that prohibited bike riding and car
driving on 49 streets in the city center. While some of the affected streets made the list for
reasons obvious to all (for example, various narrow, medieval alleyways), the inclusion of streets
that served as major cycling thoroughfares (for example, Haarlemmerdijk, Leidsestraat and
Utrechtsestraat) infuriated cyclists. Of the mayor’s plan, one skeptical bike rider
wrote:Wonderful! But it won’t work. In the genus Amsterdammers, there is a wretched spirit that
opposes any type of regulation. The police have always encountered opposition to the
implementation of what is now law. As much as possible, people try to slyly circumvent that
which is not allowed.Immediately after the ban went into effect, irate cyclists flooded the
newspapers with letters that decried the rule as “ridiculous,” “repressive” and even “terrorism.”
The letter-writing campaign succeeded; within three months, the ban was scuppered.In 1912,
another major attempt was made to tame the city’s traffic. Assigned the unenviable task of
serving as the very first agent in the police department’s newly established traffic brigade was
Gerrit Brinkman. At noon on his first day on the job—December 3, 1912—Brinkman positioned
himself on Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal at the spot between the Royal Palace, the main post office
and the Nieuwe Kerk. His mission: disentangle the crush of traffic that squeezed through that
irregular-shaped intersection. Brinkman commenced gesturing to the mob of pushcart pushers,
trams drivers, horse-and-cart drivers, motorists, cyclists, motorcyclists and pedestrians to keep
them moving. This attempt, though, produced an unexpected result: the more Brinkman
gesticulated, the more people puzzled over his intentions.“The Amsterdammer enjoys watching
his cops,” Brinkman later recalled, “so you’ll understand the attention I got when I went and stood
in the middle of the street.”People stopped to gawk at the character waving his arms and
pointing his fingers; they wondered why a policeman would involve himself with the traffic. The
throng of curiosity-seekers became so great that eventually traffic ground to a standstill. After
two frustrating—and entirely fruitless—hours, Brinkman finally concluded that the best way to
unravel the traffic jam was to remove its biggest impediment: himself! So he abandoned his post
and took refuge around the corner, in an alley.At 4 p.m., the brave pioneer ventured back into the
intersection, where he tried again to execute his duties. This time the result was even worse. “In
less than no time,” Brinkman recalled, “the traffic was again completely blocked.”The following
day, Amsterdam’s first traffic cop gave it one more shot by taking up a post around the corner on
Dam Square. With this attempt, he had more success. “Maybe the people were wiser due to the
newspapers, or their curiosity had been already satiated. In any event, it appeared that they
understood that they shouldn’t stand in the way of traffic.”Though Amsterdammers would
consistently be drawn to spectacles surrounding any new form of traffic regulation, they did
slowly grow accustomed to the sight of policemen directing traffic. Within a year, it was said that
the Amsterdam cyclist was surprised to see “his absolute independence truncated” by the new
traffic cops. “Where the authorities provide good direction, in general, the traffic is noticeably



well-organized,” reported one newspaper in 1918, before adding, “However, at places where the
traffic is not controlled, absolute anarchy reigns.”In the ensuing century (right up to the present
day), the term “anarchy” would be often employed to describe traffic conditions in Amsterdam.
But the author who used the term in 1918 probably had little idea what was in store for the street
traffic. The city stood on the brink of an era of cycling that would far surpass that of the “golden
age.”3Piggy Hunters: The Bike ThieveryEven though Amy Joy wouldn’t be joining me till weeks
later, within an hour of reading her letter that proclaimed she wanted to live in Amsterdam
forever, I purchased a secondhand bike for her. It was a classic omafiets (granny bike): old,
black, heavy and meant to be ridden upright. A more typically Dutch bike didn’t exist. To
personalize it and to save her the grief I’d already suffered when trying to locate my parked bike
among hundreds of others, with a black Sharpie I inscribed her initials in bold letters on the white
strip of the back fender—AJJ: Amy Joy Jordan.A couple of nights later, I was riding AJJ while
accompanying Jessica—a fellow San Franciscan/urban planning student/bike nut—to a late-
night french fries stand that opened onto Damstraat. Right in front of the place, Jessica parked—
but didn’t lock—her bike. Likewise, I parked Amy Joy’s bike and—for whatever reason
(gullibility? stupidity?)—I followed Jessica’s lead and didn’t lock up.Jessica got her frites and sat
on a stool not ten feet from our bikes. I drifted over from the bikes and stood next to her. As
Jessica ate and talked, I looked over at AJJ. It was still standing on the sidewalk. I glanced at
Jessica, then back at AJJ. It was still there. Another glance at Jessica, then back at the bike. Still
there. Glanced at Jessica, back at AJJ. Not there.“Bike’s gone!” I yelped.Out on the sidewalk, we
looked up and down the narrow street. The sidewalks were filled with pedestrians, the street with
some bike traffic, but AJJ and the thief had already—somehow—disappeared.Argh! How could I
have been so naïve? How could I have been such an idiot? Ever since the bike mechanic had
warned me, I’d been hypervigilant both with my own bike and with AJJ. I hadn’t stepped away
from either one without first securing it with two locks, one of the locks securing the bike to a
fixed object: a rack, a bridge railing, something. That hypervigilance was all for naught now that
I’d essentially placed a sign on AJJ that read: FREE BIKE.“I bet if we go down to the bridge, we’ll
find the thief selling it,” Jessica said.I sat on the rear rack of Jessica’s bike and brooded while
she sped us along a canal. A couple of blocks later, we came to a bridge alongside the
Grimburgwal canal, just outside some university buildings.This nondescript bridge—similar to
dozens of other bridges in the city and with a span less than 25 feet long—stands where the
Oudezijds Achterburgwal and the Grimburgwal canals meet. A bridge has spanned this spot
since the 14th century; just a few steps away, Rembrandt once stood and sketched the
Grimburgwal canal. While known in city records as the Gasthuisbrug (Hospital Bridge, in
reference to the hospitals that had stood beside it for centuries), to many Amsterdammers it was
notorious as “the Grimburgwal bridge,” “the bike bridge” or simply “the bridge,” for at the time, it
was home to the city’s main open-air stolen-bike bazaar.I’d first learned about the bridge from
the orientation paperwork I’d received from the university that cautioned students against
purchasing stolen bikes there. This official warning, though, only served as a seductive



advertisement: a number of my fellow foreign exchange classmates had already flocked to the
bridge to buy incredibly inexpensive bikes. In her two weeks so far in Amsterdam, Jessica had
already lost two bikes to thieves. After both thefts, she’d bought a replacement here.On the
bridge, we stepped off Jessica’s bike. No one was in sight. At first it appeared that, at this late
hour, no peddlers were on duty. But then, about thirty seconds after our arrival, out from the
shadows, a figure appeared. As he pedaled slowly toward us on a black omafiets, my spirits
lifted in hope that he was riding AJJ. The man was hunched, scruffy and of an indeterminate
age. He looked like one of the stumbling, heroin-addicted zombies on the nearby Zeedijk that I’d
slalomed through a few times on Brownie. Among the junkie population, bikes served essentially
as a currency: steal a bike, sell it, score drugs. If a dope fiend was lucky, he could manage all
three steps within a matter of blocks and minutes.As the junkie on the junker bike neared,
Jessica advised, “Be sure to haggle with him ’cause he’s desperate to get any money.”While
slowly riding past us, he mumbled, “Fiets te koop.” Bike for sale.The bike wasn’t AJJ. I shook my
head at him.Paying a thief for returning a bike wasn’t an unknown phenomenon—or a new one.
In 1940, for example, one Amsterdammer observed: “The bicycle has . . . one disadvantage: on
average, it’s stolen once every five years. Then again, one generally has the opportunity of
buying back his own bike. Although, by then, it’s usually painted beyond recognition, or it’s beat
to hell. But that labor needs to be paid for as well.”No sooner had the thief passed than, from the
other direction, a second decrepit figure inched forward on a bike. My spirits lifted again. As he
approached, he muttered, “Fiets kopen?” Wanna buy a bike?This bike was also not AJJ. I shook
my head again.Then I thought, What the hell’s the plan here? Pay some slimeball a reward for
him returning the bike he just stole from me? Not likely. Fight the dirtbag to get the bike back?
Even less probable. Go to the police? They’d only shrug. Actually, if anything, it could be me the
cops might reprimand, since, in Amsterdam, it’s illegal to not lock one’s bike.After only a few
minutes of standing on the bridge, I felt scuzzy. Sure, here I could easily and cheaply buy a
replacement for AJJ. But by doing so, I’d just be creating further incentive for the thief to steal
another bike. Not wanting to contribute to the demand side of the bike thievery loop, I asked
Jessica for a lift home.The route from the bridge back to my apartment took us past the building
where Anne Frank and her family had hidden from the Nazis. Not even Amsterdam’s—if not the
world’s—poster girl for innocence was immune to this issue. As described in her famous diary,
one afternoon in April 1942, before she had gone into hiding, Anne discovered that, from in front
of her apartment building, her bike had been pinched. When we reached my block, I was
relieved to see Brownie standing right where I’d left him hours earlier: locked in the rack directly
in front of my apartment building. Still shaken by the loss of AJJ, I unlocked Brownie and lugged
him up the narrow, steep stairwell to my apartment, where he safely spent the night beside my
bed.AMSTERDAM’S BICYCLE THEFT problem dates to decades before Anne Frank lost her
bike to a zwijntjesjager (piggy hunter—a century-old Amsterdam term for a bike thief). In fact, as
early as 1904, bike thievery in Amsterdam was decried as a plague of the new, modern century.
By the beginning of the 1920s, when the number of cyclists in Amsterdam began to rapidly



escalate to the point where the city had become internationally recognized as a bicycle capital,
the number of bike thefts also rapidly escalated, earning the city a corresponding reputation as a
bicycle theft capital. Since many Amsterdammers at the time didn’t bother to lock their two-
wheelers, bike-thieving was hardly an arduous task. Such a crime disgusted one newspaper
commentator who, in 1923, wrote:To me it would be too effortless. Grabbing a bike left
unattended, jumping on it and riding away is so easy, so innocently infantile, that you don’t even
need to be a thief to do it. A clever burglary I can appreciate. A bicycle thief is a sluggard in his
profession. He’ll never amount to much.To combat the zwijntjesjagers, undercover detectives
periodically took up posts in the area around the main post office on Nieuwezijds Voorburgwal,
the vicinity of a number of banks and offices. Due to the high concentration of white-collar
workers in the area, a “choice selection of bicycles” stood leaning against the walls of buildings.
Detectives would act as if they were waiting for a tram or they would sit on a stoop, smoking a
pipe, pretending to look jobless. All the while, they eyed the crowds, trying to spot a
zwijntjesjager casing the bikes, which usually didn’t take very long.Despite the capture of bike
thieves, though, bike thefts continued, which led Amsterdam’s police to conclude that
undercover stakeouts wasted manpower. They determined that this crime could better be
combated if the bicycles were made more difficult to steal. So in 1928, Article 156A was added
to the city’s criminal code, which read: “It is forbidden to leave a bicycle unattended on or along a
public street unless it is adequately secured by means of a reliable lock.” Many bike owners,
though, blatantly ignored this new law. In 1933, for example, Amsterdam police cited 1,834
cyclists for not locking their bikes. The following year—in the midst of the Great Depression—the
newspaper De Telegraaf denounced as “immoral” those who still left their bikes
unlocked.Because in times like these, there are many who could use a bike and “opportunity
makes the thief.” One doesn’t leave his wristwatch on his front steps or his wallet on the
windowsill. Just the same, you shouldn’t leave your bike unguarded. That can lead to great
disappointment, creates lots of police work and has provided many a young man the chance to
earn a prison sentence.The piggy hunters’ hunting grounds extended beyond the city limits. For
example, around this time, officials in Haarlem—12 miles due west of Amsterdam—noticed that
on days when a stiff westerly wind blew, bike thefts in their city increased. Haarlem’s police
determined that on such days, when a bike theft was reported right away, if they drove quickly
enough out on the road to Amsterdam, they were oftentimes able to catch up to the culprit: a
zwijntjesjager who had reached Haarlem earlier in the day by train and who now, with the wind
at his back, was speeding home to the capital on the stolen bike.In 1937 alone, more than
10,000 bikes—about 30 per day—were swiped in Amsterdam. But as alarming as the 1930s
figures were, they would pale in comparison to those for the first half of the 1940s, when the
Nazis occupied the city. In 1940, for example, it was estimated that thieves were stealing 50 to
60 bikes per day. That year, one newspaper reported:There is no other city in the Netherlands
where so many bicycles are stolen each day as in Amsterdam! Nowhere else in the world are
people so careless with their two-wheeled property. Day and night, thousands of bikes stand on



the public streets for the taking.By early 1942, the problem had already become, as one account
put it at the time, “a criminal epidemic of unprecedented proportions.” The situation became
vastly more dire when, on a massive scale, the Germans began confiscating bikes—both
officially and illicitly—from Amsterdammers. (See chapters 10 and 11.)In the few years
immediately after World War II, bike thieving in the city actually subsided, but by the 1950s,
bikes were again being stolen in record numbers. An Amsterdam bike thief could sell a brand-
new, 200-guilder one to a fence—the middleman between thieves and buyers—for 40 to 50
guilders. Or, instead, the zwijntjesjager could pedal it to outlying towns like Weesp or Zaandam,
where a bike could fetch 100 guilders from a farmer. An Amsterdam policeman estimated that a
typical bike thief could survive on stealing one bike per week.According to the “code of honor”
among Amsterdam thieves of the postwar years, the zwijntjesjager was disdained by his fellow
robbers. Stealing a bike that some working stiff needed in order to get to work? “Could he
honestly call himself a thief?” scoffed one disgusted burglar to a cop.In the 1950s, the most
popular spot in the city for bike thefts was the same as it had been in the 1920s, as one police
detective professed: “Regardless of the day of the year, if I stand in front of the main post office
on Nieuwenzijds Voorburgwal for an hour, I’ll come upon at least one [thief] sizing up the bikes. I
can fully guarantee that.” Likewise, the most popular spot for buying and selling of stolen bikes
also remained the same: the Waterlooplein flea market. Even guides on tour boats in the
mid-1950s described Waterlooplein to tourists as the place “where Amsterdammers are able to
buy back their stolen bikes.”The city’s professional zwijntjesjagers were joined in the 1950s by a
new breed of bike thief. Unlike the professional—whose incentive was, of course, quick cash—
this new-fashioned thief, the “joyrider” (the Dutch used this English term), didn’t seek financial
gain. When in need of a bike, the joyrider simply grabbed the first bike he found that had either a
flimsy lock or no lock at all. According to the police, the accomplices to the joyriders were the
“nonchalants”—those bicycle owners who (still) never bothered to lock their bikes, yet who
would, in the words of one policeman, “weep and wail” if their bike was pinched. Of the bikes
reported stolen in 1957, 58 percent of them hadn’t been locked.Many joyriders were youths
seeking a thrill ride; others were adults in need of ad hoc transport. A late-night clubgoer
heading home after the trams had stopped running or a sailor returning to his ship in the harbor
would just hop on a random bike to make the journey. A single, dedicated joyrider could bedevil
scads of bike owners. Police cited the case of an Amsterdam-West man who cycled every day to
his city center job site—despite not owning a bike. Each morning this man just grabbed the first
unlocked bike he found. After work, to get home, he did the same again.By the 1970s, yet
another strain of bike thievery had taken hold. Late at night, organized gangs moved through the
city, plucking bikes not locked to fixed objects and tossing them into a delivery van or trailer.
While this tactic was known to be employed in the 1930s and the 1950s, it was now more
popular than ever. One Amsterdammer of the time noted, “Bicycle thieves . . . have reached such
a degree of efficiency that . . . each night every street is inspected and swept clean.” After the
bikes were hauled away, locks would be cut and removed and then, often, the cycles would be



shipped out of the city and sold elsewhere in the Netherlands. “The entire northern part of [the
Dutch province of] Overijssel rides on bikes that were stolen in Amsterdam,” claimed one
Amsterdam cop in the mid-1970s.The writer Gerben Hellinga, like many other Amsterdammers,
was a repeat victim of bike pilfering. In 1972, he pondered the fate of his latest bike—a woman’s
model that was actually too small for him.But when you lose around ten bikes a year to theft, the
size of a bike no longer plays a role. If the tires are decent and the brakes work, then you’re more
than satisfied. . . .If it gets swiped, I don’t know what I’ll do. A hundred feet away is a police
station. . . . Not one complaint about the increasing bike thievery has ever been successfully
lodged there. Their advice: You should just buy a better lock.“I’ve done that, sir, but they come
poaching here at night with large delivery vans. They throw the bikes in. They cut the locks with
bolt cutters.”“We’re closed at night, so we can’t do anything about it. You should just take your
bike indoors.”Closed at night? Here there’s prostitution, a car crash almost every night and many
drunken fights. But the [police] have no time for that at night. That’s when they’re taking a break
from writing parking tickets.Alas, at the time, despite the rash of bike thefts, the city’s police
department had no special unit to fight it. In fact, in 1976, Amsterdam’s head police
commissioner, Theo Sanders, acknowledged that his force simply couldn’t “devote any
attention” to bicycle thievery. “I’ll admit, it’s indeed depressing,” Sanders said. “But we just don’t
have the means to combat it. If we were to do so, then we’d lose our grasp on the major cases.”
With such lax police enforcement, the stealing of bikes became so commonplace in the 1970s
that one contemporary observer claimed: “Whoever lives in a city like Amsterdam who can say
he’s never had a bike stolen from him, is someone who’s never had a bike.”IN 1972, WHEN
Amsterdam reigned as a mecca for countercultural youth, the Living Guide to Amsterdam—a
guidebook written by and for American and British hippies (or, as the authors termed
themselves, “foreign freaks”)—recommended renting or buying a bike while in town. That tip,
though, was accompanied by a warning: “In Amsterdam there is an invisible subculture of
bicycle liberators. . . . Even if you lock it you’ll average to have one stolen, lock and all, every two
or three months if you’re around the center a lot.”Such thefts were increasingly being committed
by a certain segment of the “freak” population. Despite the exploits of the organized gangs in the
1970s, according to the police, those responsible for most of the bike thefts were yet another
new type of bike thief, one that would beleaguer the city for decades to come: the junkie. The era
of free love and soft-drug highs of the late 1960s and early 1970s gave way to a period of hard-
drug lows as many young people and others became addicted to a drug that had recently been
introduced in Amsterdam: heroin. The next fix for many a junkie was often just a bike theft away.
He’d pinch a bike, then try to peddle it to a fence on Waterlooplein or to a student at the then-
new hot bike hotspot: the Grimburgwal bridge. With cash in hand, the addict would go purchase
the requisite drugs. When he needed to fund his next fix, he simply snatched another bike.Like
his predecessor—the 1950s joyrider—a single, committed junkie bike thief could wreak havoc
on the city’s residents. For example, in the 1980s, a 32-year-old Amsterdam addict named Piet
told a reporter that in the previous eight years, to support his heroin habit, he had nabbed three



bikes a day—for a total of nearly nine thousand bikes. Piet usually stole bikes from wherever
there was a large congregation of them—Central Station, shops, schools, cafés—and he
targeted newer ones that could bring in top dollar. “Often I’ll nick bikes to order,” Piet said.
“During the Tour de France, you can’t find enough racing bikes, the demand is so great.”Finding
customers for his wares was never strenuous for Piet. By his calculation, 10 percent of the public
didn’t buy stolen bikes on principle, and 30 percent didn’t buy them because they were “chicken-
hearted.” But the rest of the populace—the majority—willingly bought hot bikes, especially if Piet
fed them some yarn about his girlfriend no longer needing it because she had recently attained a
driver’s license. “It’s a nothing story,” Piet admitted, “but people want to believe it.”According to
Piet, the business of bike filching was demand driven. “As soon as I can no longer unload bikes,
of course I’ll be done with stealing,” he said. “But I’m in no danger of that happening. People are
hypocrites. They’ll condemn theft, but they’ll still buy a new bike for less than fifty dollars though
it’s obvious that the bike is hot.”Another junkie bike thief who was very active in the 1980s, Chiel
van Zelst, later recounted his experiences in his memoir 100,000 Bike Valves. When Van Zelst
hunted for bikes, he traveled fully prepared with wrench, Phillips-head screwdriver, flathead
screwdriver, bike lightbulbs, wire cutters, crowbar, inner tube patches and—last but not least—
his most vital resource: bolt cutters. According to Van Zelst, to steal a bike, one couldn’t
dillydally.There’s only one way to do it: jacket open, bolt cutters out, apply and cut. With your
right hand, smoothly slide the cut lock into your pocket and then slip the bolt cutters back into
your jacket with your left hand. The chain goes around your neck and, in one sleek move, get on
the bike. Out of the corner of your eye check your surroundings and then, without panicking, ride
away. That’s how it works.Unlike the 1920s commentator who despised zwijntjesjagers for their
lack of craftsmanship or the 1950s burglar who refused to even recognize them as proper
thieves, Van Zelst expressed pride in his vocation. “It’s a beautiful profession,” he wrote, “a noble
profession that requires brains.”After stealing a bike, Van Zelst would immediately attend to
minor repairs: tightening a loose kickstand, fixing a flat tire, adjusting a seat to an average height
or even screwing in a new lightbulb. “A light on your bike—that’s nicer than a teddy bear.” Then it
was time to sell the bike, which, for Van Zelst, often meant heading straight to the students on
the Grimburgwal bridge.They always stood waiting on the bridge like Indians with their hands
forming a visor on their foreheads. You saw them waiting in little groups of three, the most eager
one in front. “Is that bike for sale? Is that bike for sale?”They stood there fighting over who had
seen the bike first. If you didn’t jump off the bike in time, they’d pull it out from under your ass.A
gang of wild chicks were clinging to your bike. A little pack of wolf girls. “I saw it first!” . . . I make a
sale and then take . . . an order for later. “Great, then I’ll see you here on the bridge at seven
o’clock.” I split. I was selling them like hotcakes.AS BAD AS it already had been, quite incredibly,
Amsterdam’s bike-thieving problem grew worse in the 1990s. Early in that decade, the standard
price for a stolen bike sold on the street had stood at about $30. But by 1997, $30 was a price of
the past, according to one bike thief with five years’ experience in vending on the bridge. By
then, the standard price had plummeted to about $15 a pop. And even so, sellers could be



bargained down even further, depending on the shoddiness of the bike and/or the desperation of
the junkie. (In an article advising incoming freshmen on bike-buying at Grimburgwal, a student
newspaper noted, “A minimum price does not exist.”) According to the five-year-veteran thief, the
prices had dropped because “there are too many sellers now. It’s very competitive.” “It used to be
enough to steal just one bike per day,” complained another junkie. “But now the market is
completely spoiled and to earn enough money, I need to steal five bikes a day.” Yet another
junkie said he typically sold three or four bikes a day on the bridge, which, if all went well for him,
would bring in about $40, just enough cash to score a bit more than a gram of cocaine.With the
lower prices forcing addicts to steal more bikes in order to earn enough to score their drugs, by
the late 1990s, police estimated that the number of bikes heisted annually in Amsterdam rose to
around 180,000—more than 20 bikes an hour, every hour of the day, every day of the year. Of
course, the exact figure (or even a credible estimate) was extremely difficult to calculate, since
so few bike theft victims reported the crime to cops. (For example, police estimated that 1,000
bikes had been stolen in 1991 within the immediate vicinity of the Grimburgwal bridge, yet only
eleven of those thefts were ever officially reported.) While the actual citywide bike theft total
remained unknown, whatever the exact figure, it was undoubtedly astronomical. Joep Huffener,
the bicycle coordinator within the city government at the time, felt the 180,000 figure was
inaccurately high. “But even if it’s a hundred and fifty thousand,” Huffener stated, “that’s still far
too many.”Junkies in the 1990s sold hot bikes in other spots of the city as well (for example, on
Spuistraat, in Vondelpark, in front of Central Station, on Koningsplein),* but according to Henk
Visser, a university employee who monitored the activities on the Grimburgwal bridge, “The
market here is the best.” Visser noted that, on the bridge each day, hundreds of bikes were sold
by a “hard core” of about 40 to 50 junkies. “In good weather,” he said, “they sprout from the
ground like weeds.”One person who probably prayed for bad weather was the 79-year-old
resident of an apartment that faced the Grimburgwal bridge. According to a 1999 news report:
[He] seldom casually leans out the window of his living room. He prefers to go the whole day
with the curtains closed. The reason: the junkies who sell bikes on the bridge in front of his
apartment are driving him crazy. . . . [He] is thoroughly worried about it, but he no longer dares to
ask the junkies to scram. The times when he’s done just that, he’s been verbally abused. So now
he walks past quietly out of fear of getting a rock through his window.On the bridge, college
students provided a steady customer base for the thieves. August and September formed a
traditional busy season as many students purchased their back-to-school bikes. Few, if any,
students were unaware of what transpired on Grimburgwal; according to a poll, 97 percent of
university students who attended classes in the buildings near the bridge reported having been
offered a bike for sale there. Purchasing stolen goods was, of course, illegal, but by then, among
students, buying a purloined bike had become an accepted form of criminality. Not only was it
common, but it was said that for some students, it was mandatory: initiation rituals of some
student organizations required hazed freshmen to each purchase a stolen bike.In 1997, after
purchasing a bike on the bridge, when a fourth-year psychology student was asked if she had



any qualms about buying hot bikes, she replied, “No, not anymore. When my tenth bike was
stolen, I was completely fed up.” Empathy was expressed by one Grimburgwal thief who said,
“It’s logical that people buy a bike here. They’re tired of their bikes being constantly stolen.”
Indeed, the stolen bike market was quite a peculiar economy, since each theft created a
potential customer—a cyclist in need of a bike. With the increase in bike thefts in the 1990s, a
broader group of (frustrated) cyclists also elected to buy stolen bikes. “It used to be only
students,” noted one junkie thief. “Now, it’s also middle-class types, you know, with regular
jobs.”Even tourists purchased bikes on the bridge, since they were cheaper than rentals. “How
they know about it, I have no idea,” said one puzzled patrolman who worked the Grimburgwal
beat, referring to some Portuguese tourists who’d turned up on the bridge looking to score bikes.
(Actually, foreign visitors were tipped off by canal boat guides and sightseeing
literature.)Meanwhile, the bike in Amsterdam had become—in the words of one repeat customer
of stolen bikes—a “disposable object.” If a bike broke down—a tire flattened, a chain snapped—
many cyclists found it more convenient, cheaper and/or faster to just ditch the busted one and
buy a stolen replacement. Jaap Molenaar, the owner of a bike shop near the Grimburgwal
bridge, witnessed firsthand this glib attitude toward the value of bikes. Of those who walked into
his shop with a bike in need of fixing, he said, “If a repair costs more than ten dollars, then six
times a day, we hear: ‘Then I’ll go buy a new one.’ ” After once surveilling the action on the
bridge, Molenaar commented, “It’s a real market. They sell more bikes there in an evening than
we do in a week.” He admitted, though, that his shop still profited from the trade; buyers of stolen
bikes often turned up at his shop to buy—of all things—locks for their new bikes.In 2000,
Amsterdam’s then mayor, Schelto Patijn, stated: “Let me be clear: bike thievery is an unsolvable
problem. It’s impossible for us to station an undercover policeman on every bridge.” In regard to
this type of acceptance of bike thieving, a few months prior to AJJ’s fateful night, the municipal
official in charge of overseeing bike theft said, “The mentality of the Amsterdammer must
change.” It was this municipal mentality that I’d faced—far too naïvely—the night I’d foolishly
stepped away from an unlocked bike.THE MORNING AFTER AJJ was stolen, at the beginning
of my Dutch class, I told my classmates and our teacher about the events of the night before.
The teacher chuckled at what he deemed the most stereotypical baptism to Amsterdam living.
When I asked him how many bikes he’d lost to thieves, he estimated that, over the previous
twenty years, it’d been about one bike a year. The statistic sounded extraordinary. In the weeks
that followed, though, other Amsterdammers repeated to me roughly that same one-bike-per-
year statistic.I’d arrived in Amsterdam determined to not lose any bike to thieves. Now I was
already well on track to being yet another bike-a-year dupe. If I could just get AJJ back, I figured I
could roll back my stat to zero and become a hero to my wife for recapturing her bike (which she
wasn’t even yet aware had been stolen).After class, I pedaled straight over to the bridge. There I
squatted on the rear rack of Brownie and ate my lunch. Within a few minutes, first one junkie,
then another—neither of them a dopehead from the night before—cruised slowly past on bikes.
Each whispered a sales pitch at me. Neither dude had AJJ for sale, so when I finished my



sandwich, I rode off.That afternoon I cycled all over the city, scanning the rear fender of each
bike I trailed and each parked bike I passed. I was desperate to see my wife’s initials, but again I
had no such luck.After that, every day for weeks, any chance I had, I checked in at the
Grimburgwal bridge or I browsed the rear fenders of thousands of bikes. If I hadn’t already
appreciated how many bikes inhabited Amsterdam, while trying to scrutinize each one, I now
did. Looking for a needle in a haystack would have been much easier. A haystack might contain
millions of stalks of straw, but it doesn’t spread out over 50 square miles and its stalks aren’t
constantly fluctuating.Nevertheless, I remained determined to rectify the theft. I kept
looking.4King of the Street: The 1920sIf I wasn’t hanging out by the Grimburgwal bridge or riding
up, down and all about town, then I was usually sitting outside somewhere watching the cyclists
and noting their rituals, customs, looks and features. Of all my cyclist-watching hangouts, my
favorite came to be a bench at the Weteringcircuit intersection. There, I once saw two cyclists
slam into each other and fall to the ground. Neither had been expressly at fault—or actually,
maybe both had been entirely at fault. One guy had been riding against traffic; the other had
ignored a red light. As they picked themselves up, neither uttered a word. Incredibly, no one
muttered, “Sorry, dude” or screamed, “Klootzaak!” Each man—without looking at the other—
simply mounted his respective bike and pedaled off.At the beginning of the 1920s, when the
number of cyclists in Amsterdam began to rapidly escalate, this new phenomenon was probably
most noticeable at this very intersection. “That endless, unbroken row of three, four cyclists
riding beside each other along the whole length of Weteringschans,” wrote an eyewitness in
1922, “makes crossing the street deadly!”The year before, Ernst Polak, a portraitist who proudly
claimed to “belong to the people who cross Amsterdam daily by bicycle,” noted a drawback to
this new cycling sensation. “Raw and rough is how this riding occurs. And it degenerates into
speeding, weaving and slipping through—perilous to pedestrians and fellow cyclists. Nowadays,
the vast majority rides in Amsterdam in a manner that defies all description.” Weteringschans
specifically, Polak claimed, was “a speedway during the hours when school lets out or at the end
of the workday.”A couple of blocks east, at Frederiksplein, Polak declared:It’s simply beastly the
way people cycle there. Literally, not a day goes by that I don’t hear or see someone crash to the
asphalt, then stand up again, straighten his bike a bit, dust himself off a little, dispute with
bystanders, tussle among the colliding parties sometimes and then ride off again, perhaps at a
slower pace.As a cyclist-watcher in the 21st century, I was witnessing scenes that, in many
ways, differed little from those of the early 1920s. This shouldn’t have been surprising, though;
the Amsterdam cyclists’ current reputation for being headstrong, careless, carefree and
domineering became firmly established in the boom years of the early 1920s.DURING MUCH
OF the first two decades of the 20th century, the bicycle as a mode of everyday transport
remained largely unaffordable to a great many Amsterdammers. But that changed immediately
after the end of the First World War—a war that the Netherlands sat out as a neutral party. Not
long after Holland’s warring neighbors signed the armistice on November 11, 1918, an
economic slump in defeated Germany led to hyperinflation of that country’s currency, the mark.



With Germans looking to earn stable Dutch guilders, German-made bikes—now incredible
bargains when purchased with Dutch currency—quickly flooded Holland. In 1919, fearing that
this new trend would adversely affect their own businesses, the organization representing Dutch
bike manufacturers sent a letter to the German envoy in The Hague that protested what they felt
were unfair trade practices and beseeched the German government to curtail the onslaught of
cheap exports. The letter, in part, read:
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Nick, “Most enjoyable read.. This narrative provides a lot of humor and insight into the bicycling
culture of Amsterdam and the Dutchattitude that brought it about.I haven't been to Amsterdam in
decades and this book brought back so many memories, like time-traveling back to the mindset
of a young person on his own in Amsterdam, hearing all the sounds of a two-wheeled metropolis
whizzing by, in front, and at times directly at one.Also included is a very informative history of the
German occupation and what the Netherlands went through at the hands of its "big Aryan
brothers."If you've got any interest at all in things Nederlandsen, this book is a must.”

A Martinez, “Entertaining and educational at the same time. Living in Texas in a city that is has
stated to embrace Bicycling, it is my constant frustration to realize how far behind we are from a
City like Amsterdam. Every trip that I’ve made to Europe, I always come back dreaming about
our city transforming into the Copenhagen or Amsterdam or Berlin of America... This book
opened my eyes about the most difficult situations that we are yet to encounter if Fort Worth
Texas, the city of speedy HUGE pick up trucks (driven by careless youngsters who can’t take
away their eyes from their phones while driving) is to become one day a city like Amsterdam.”

pam h, “A Great Manual for Biking In The Netherlands.. I loved reading this book.It reveals the
complete history of using bikes as a very important mode of transportation in The
NetherlandsThe chapters about biking during World War II are so interesting and very sad.I
enjoyed the author’s various stories of biking in this beautiful country, The Netherlands.If you are
planning a visit, and planning to bike there, this is your manual for sure!”

PPO, “Bikes verses Cars. While this book was researched beyond what I had expected in
anticipation of reading this book, I was not prepared for the tone of the story. It surprised me that
there had always been conflicts between bicyclists and car drivers. Having toured Amsterdam
five years ago, I was well aware of the narrow streets and numbers of bicycles on the streets.”

Jack, “Great Read. We love this book. My wife is Dutch and we met in her home city of
Amsterdam. During her life in Amsterdam she used her bike as her sole method of
transportation -- she did not learn how to drive an car until she moved to America. Of course I
purchaed a real Dutch bike as a gift and she proudly uses it. A black Dutch working bike along
with a skirt protector which she uses it to retrieve mail at the post office -- she gets many great
comments on her bike. This book brings back so many great memories for her, and she gives
the book high praise for its history on biking in Amsterdam, mutch of which she was unaware of.
Well written and very enteraining for anyone who has a knowledge of Dutch culture, we highly
recommend the book for anyone who is a cycling enthusiast.”

Debbie, “Bicycles in Amsterdam. Part memoir and part history, In the City of Bikes is an



enjoyable read. I recommend this to bike riders and those interested in history.”

Julia A Jackson, “Bike lovers will love this history of bicycling. Thanks to die/hard bike
enthusiasts of Amsterdam, bikes prevailed over other forms of transportation even to this day
and forward hopefully.”

sixwebst@aol.com, “I like it. Interesting read if you enjoy cycling, and Amsterdam. The Book
charts the history of cycling in Amsterdam and why the city is the cycling capital of the world”

Mr M C Sargeant, “Good well written book, enjoyable read.. Interesting history on the
development of mass cycle usage in nl.”

JONATHAN, “Refreshing read. How amazing would it be if many cities adopted Amsterdam's
biking culture”

R. Depledge, “An American goes native. Jordan has learnt Dutch, done excellent research, and
taken bike culture to heart.Two telling details: German inflation in the 1920s flooded the
Netherlands with cheap bikes; and Jordan played the "which way?" game at each junction with
his 3-year-old son on the bike in front of him -- the little boy learnt to direct his father around
Amsterdam. The book is so informative and its analysis so penetrating that the Dutch translation,
"De Fietrepubliek" has been published simultaneously.”

Client d'Ebook Library, “History of the bikes in Amsterdam. It's a very nice book, which mixes
historical parts and current experiences of the author. Very interesting, and well written.”

The book by Pete Jordan has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 170 people have provided feedback.
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